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Abstract

Study Design: Narrative Review.

Objectives: The increasing cost of healthcare overall and for spine surgery, coupled with the growing burden of spine-related
disease and rising demand have necessitated a shift in practice standards with a new emphasis on value-based care. Despite
multiple attempts to reconcile the discrepancy between national recommendations for appropriate use and the patterns of use
employed in clinical practice, resources continue to be overused—often in the absence of any demonstrable clinical benefit. The
following discussion illustrates 10 areas for further research and quality improvement.

Methods: We present a narrative review of the literature regarding 10 features in spine surgery which are characterized by
substantial disproportionate costs and minimal—if any—clear benefit. Discussion items were generated from a service-wide poll;
topics mentioned with great frequency or emphasis were considered. Items are not listed in hierarchical order, nor is the list
comprehensive.

Results: We describe the cost and clinical data for the following 10 items: Over-referral, Over-imaging & Overdiagnosis;
Advanced Imaging for Low Back Pain; Advanced imaging for C-Spine Clearance; Advanced Imaging for Other Spinal
Trauma; Neuromonitoring for Cervical Spine; Neuromonitoring for Lumbar Spine/Single-Level Surgery; Bracing & Spinal
Orthotics; Biologics; Robotic Assistance; Unnecessary perioperative testing.

Conclusions: In the pursuit of value in spine surgery we must define what quality is, and what costs we are willing to pay for each
theoretical unit of quality. We illustrate 10 areas for future research and quality improvement initiatives, which are at present
overpriced and underbeneficial.
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Introduction

The application of modern technology in medicine can lead to

profound change, but also has the tendency to vastly increase

expenditures. On one hand these advancements allow us new

methods to combat disease, on the other hand cutting edge

technology is expensive. Furthermore, the structure of the

American healthcare system can incentivize the rapid develop-

ment and application of technologies without proper evidence

of their efficacy. And if there is evidence to support a technol-

ogy’s efficacy, it may incur a cost that may not justify its use.

This highlights the importance of value in medicine, where

these tools are judged by both their ability to objectively

improve patient care, and the costs they incur.

80% of patients in the United States will experience back

pain, and only 1.2% of these patients receive a surgical inter-

vention. Despite this, those patients who receive spine surgery

account for approximately 30% of the total US healthcare

expenditure due to back pain.1 While these procedures can
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provide great benefit to patients, their quality of life, and their

productivity, it is important we critically analyze technologies

and techniques routinely applied in spine surgery. The goal of

this review should be both maximizing the quality of the patient

experience and patient outcomes while minimizing cost. In the

following discussion we present both new and old technologies

and tools used in the diagnosis, treatment, and follow up in

spine patients, and analyze them through this lens of maximiz-

ing quality, while minimizing the costs to the patient and the

healthcare system as a whole. Over-Referral, Over-Imaging

and Overdiagnosis

Over that last several decades there have been increases in

subspecialty referrals and an overutilization of advanced ima-

ging and evaluations of patients in general.2 This has led to

recent reanalysis of care and a shift in practice standards with a

new emphasis on value-based care. There is a widespread mis-

understanding and practice heterogeneity with respect to the

type and timing of diagnostic imaging, consulting services, and

need for specialist referral.

The utilization of CT and MRI has increased every year

among academic medical centers. From 2002-2007, the use

of CT increased by 28%; MRI by 19.8%, with costs over the

same period growing by 151%—more than 8.3% per year.3,4

A single-center retrospective examination of imaging utiliza-

tion in the ED found that 81% of patients who underwent MRI

in the acute setting, had concomitant CT examinations. MRI

use increased by 2.2 per 1000 ED visits each year from 2007-

2012.5 Additional expense can be avoided by forgoing redun-

dant CT studies; multiple studies have demonstrated the

capabilities of reformatted images from abdominal or thoracic

multidetector CT studies.6,7

The cost of radiologist interpretation of a preoperative CT in

patients presenting with a single-level thoracolumbar fracture

was equal to $3346; post-op CT and Xray interpretation

accounts for $35,786 per 1000 patients.8 Compulsory radiolo-

gist interpretation is not only costly, but also redundant and

may not provide additional information in this setting, where

the surgeon’s interpretation has been shown not to differ sig-

nificantly from that of the attending radiologist.9

Appropriate use and referral for advanced spinal imaging

are heterogeneous by region, and nonadherence to guidelines

accounts for a significant margin of excess spending nation-

ally.10,1 Although less than 2% of patients presenting with new

onset back pain will undergo surgery, those who are managed

operatively account for approximately 30% of back pain

related healthcare spending.1 More than 2=3 of patients who

underwent diagnostic imaging were not in accordance with

guidelines for appropriate use.1 It has also been suggested that

inappropriate or early imaging leads to more frequent spine

surgeon referral and rates of surgery.

Regions which have higher rates of MRI use have been

shown to have higher rates of surgery; the frequency of MRI

in these regions exceeds that which can be explained by peri-

operative imaging for patients undergoing surgery, suggesting

a causal relationship between MRI rate and rate of surgery.10

Over-imaging may reveal clinically unimportant abnormalities

that could unintentionally lead to further testing, patient anxi-

ety, specialist referrals, and possibly even unnecessary

surgery.11,12

Initial management and the mitigation of these concerns

begins in the primary care setting. Deis and Findlay, in a

2010 retrospective study at their institution, found that only

26% of spine referrals to their clinic were appropriate.13

Debono et al found that over a period of 2 months, 30% of

primary care referrals to spine surgery specialists were unsui-

table for surgical assessment—35% of these did not have sur-

gical conditions, 32% had not undergone adequate medical

treatment.14 There is a need for more clear, widely accepted

guidelines for initial imaging evaluations, as well as better

education in the primary care setting about the indications for

referrals and imaging.

Advanced Imaging for Low Back Pain

The use of advance technology for low back pain is warranted

only in the presence of “red flag” symptoms or indications, or

in the setting of persistent radicular pain refractory to 1 month

of conservative management. In the absence of red flags,

advanced imaging for nonspecific low back pain is not appro-

priate.15 However, there are numerous reports of imaging over-

use without patients meeting appropriate recommended

guidelines.16-22 Contrary to guidelines, Webster et al report that

37% of a randomly selected national sample of patients with

nonspecific low back pain underwent inappropriate MRI—

resulting in an estimated $13,000 increase in associated med-

ical costs on behalf of the subsequent sequelae of theoretically

unindicated diagnostic testing and treatment.23

Gidwani et al. found that 31% of 110,661 lumbar spine

MRI’s performed in the VA health system in a single year

(2012) were inappropriate. They additionally found that scans

performed in the emergency department, urgent care, primary

care, or internal medicine clinic settings were more likely to be

inappropriate.24 Emery et al. prospectively evaluated the

appropriateness of MRI from outpatient referrals, and found

that 55.7% of lumbar MRI scans were either inappropriate or

of uncertain value.25 Only 33.9% of MRI scans ordered by

family practice physicians were considered appropriate—by

comparison 75.7% of those ordered by neurosurgeons were

appropriate. A meta analysis incorporating 6 randomized con-

trolled trials examining patients with acute or subacute low

back pain without red-flag features found no difference in out-

comes including pain, function, quality of life, or overall

patient-rated improvement, comparing patients who did vs

those who did not undergo advanced imaging.26

Conservative estimates of the cost of MRI in the United

States—excluding associated costs including disposables, radi-

ologist and staffing time—range from $877 to $2467.26,27 Any-

where from 1=3 to 2=3 of spinal pathologies have been noted to be

readily apparent on CT imaging, including reformatted images

of adjacent body tissues, rendering subsequent MRI uneces-

sary.27,28,29 Klein estimated in a large retrospective study that

in a single year, approximately 11,000 lumbar MRI scans were
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performed unnecessarily in patients with recent abdominal

CT scans which were suitable for diagnosis.30 Avoiding this

over-imaging would have saved an estimated 1.2 to 3.4 billion

dollars in a single year.

Despite multiple attempts to reconcile the discrepancy

between national recommendations for appropriate use and the

patterns of use employed in clinical practice, these resources

continue to be abused. Increased education has failed to change

practice patterns, and practitioners may feel pressured to over-

prescribe on behalf of pressures including patient satisfaction

and medicolegal concerns.

Advanced imaging for C-Spine Clearance

Failure to diagnose unstable cervical spine injury (CSI) after

trauma may result in devastating clinical consequences, and is

associated with excess costs which can exceed $1 million

(USD) in the first 5 years after injury.18 Per NEXUS and Cana-

dian C-spine rules, CT or X-rays are the first test of choice for

imaging for cervical spine clearance in the setting of high-

probability mechanisms of injury.31 The routine use of MRI

as an adjunctive, or primary imaging modality, although highly

sensitive for the detection of cervical spine fractures, is rarely

necessary for C-spine clearance, which can be safely performed

on the basis of clinical findings and CT imaging alone.32,33

MRI is associated with substantial increased costs, in excess

of the clinical benefits of its routine use, and is therefore not a

cost-effective tool in this setting.32,33,34

Plackett et al performed a systematic review and meta-

analysis, finding that MRI detected injury not noted on CT in

15.8% of patients, only 5 of which (1.8%) resulted in a change

in management. Furthermore, none of these 5 were agreed-

upon indications for surgery, though they were operated

upon.33 Most commonly, MRI detects ligamentous injury

where CT cannot. Malhotra et al, in a single center retrospec-

tive series of 1,080 patients, 20% of patients had additional

findings on MRI, however only 0.42% had any significant

change in management on the basis of these findings.31 Resnick

et al. report a 100% sensitivity of CT for clinically significant

CSI.35 Khanna et al found similar results among patients who

present obtunded and unable to be cleared clinically—MRI

offered no additional findings which were clinically significant

and no changes in management occurred on behalf of MRI

findings.36 Raza et al examined the overall sensitivity and spe-

cificity of newer MDCT findings for cervical spine injury,

noting a negative predictive value for CSI of 99.7%.37

Not surprisingly, this lack of clinical benefit results in a lack

of overall economic benefit, and the routine use of MRI for

C-spine clearance in both neurologically intact, and obtunded

patients is not cost-effective.37,38 Wu et al. reports an average

cost increase of $11,477 in patients who undergo MRI after

negative CT.34 Como et al estimate that avoidance of MRI for

CSI would have theoretically yielded more than $250,000 in

savings over a 2 year period at their medical center.39,40 The

rate of detection for unstable CSI on MRI is extremely low in

both obtunded, and alert patients after a negative CT. 34,39,40

Neurosurgeons should be comfortable with discontinuing the

cervical collar after a negative, high-quality CT.41 From this

perspective, the use of MRI as a prerequisite to clear the cervi-

cal spine increases the total healthcare costs without proof of

actual benefit.

Advanced Imaging for Other Spinal Trauma

It has become routine practice to obtain dedicated spine MRI in

patients with high suspicion of, or radiographically/CT con-

firmed thoracolumbar fractures in order to characterize the

extent of posterior ligamentous complex injuries.42,43 How-

ever, while highly sensitive as a diagnostic tool, the applicable

clinical utility of compulsory MRI for all patients has been

called into question.

A small prospective study at a level 1 trauma center by

Khoury et al, found that among neurologically intact patients

presenting with CT-confirmed thoracolumbar fractures, MRI

yielded a change in clinical management in only 15% of

cases—none of which resulted in a change from nonoperative

to operative management.44 They conclude that MRI has little

impact on management for such patients, and should only be

obtained for patients planned for surgery on the basis of CT

findings.44 Similar results have been demonstrated by other

studies.45,46,47 Tavolaro et al performed a retrospective review

of patients with ankylosing spine disease, and determined that

even in this comparatively high-risk population, MRI provided

clinically useful information resulting in a change in manage-

ment only among patients presenting with neurological defi-

cits, or with CT findings demonstrating noncontiguous

ankylosed segments with suspected discoligamentous injury

through a mobile disc.48

A retrospective review of 191 thoracolumbar compression

fractures in a pediatric trauma center found that the addition of

MRI did not affect management in 98% of cases.49 While

limited in clinical utility, the addition of MRI yielded a greater

than $6,000 increase in charges. This study also notes that a

significant proportion of patients will require sedation or gen-

eral anesthesia in order to undergo MRI, adding another $2,650

in overall cost, as well as prolonging periods of immobility/

bedrest, length of stay, and other unaccounted costs.49

MRI and CT have been shown to have high agreement

(k > 0.87) for the diagnosis of fractures, and MRI offered

additional sensitivity for only AOSpine type B2 fractures

(p < 0.001).46 Despite this modest advantage over CT alone,

the assessment of need for surgery did not change after the

addition of MRI.46,47

Neuromonitoring for Cervical Spine

An increasingly ubiquitous feature of routine spine surgery,

intraoperative neuromonitoring (IONM) provides real-time

feedback of motor and sensory function in effort to mitigate

or altogether prevent iatrogenic neurological injury. The most

commonly utilized tools include Somatosensory Evoked

Potentials (SSEPs), Motor Evoked potentials (MEPs), and
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electromyography (EMG).50,51 Considerable effort has been

exhausted developing these tools and our understanding of the

relative efficacy, strengths, and limitations of each component

modality.50-52

IONM is generally accepted as an effective tool for predict-

ing and reducing neurological deficits in complex spine sur-

gery—supported by the results of several large observational

studies—however no prospective, randomized controlled trial

has been conducted to date.53-55 There is limited and inconsis-

tent data describing the utility of IONM for more routine pro-

cedures, and the appropriate indications for use are still

debated.50,56,57 Despite a lack of quality supporting evidence,

there has been a nearly 300% increase in use over the last

10 years.54,58 However, a parallel decrease in the rate of neu-

rological injury has NOT been observed, and there is evidence

to suggest IONM lacks clinical benefit for certain procedure

types.59,60

In a 2017 meta-analysis, Ajiboye et al found no differ-

ence in the risk of neurological injury with or without

IONM (odds ratio, 0.726; p ¼ 0.498) for ACDFs.61 The

same group reviewed Pearl-Diver data for ACDFs between

2007-2014, and again found no difference in the rate of

neurological injury comparing cases performed with, and

without IONM (0.23% and 0.27%, p ¼ 0.84).62 Badhiwala

found similar results examining data from the National

(Nationwide) Inpatient Sample of the Healthcare Cost and

Utilization Project from 2009 to 2013, noting no significant

difference in the rate of neurological injury (0.17% vs

0.22%, p ¼ 0.41) or LOS > 2 days (19% vs 18%, p ¼ 0.15) on

multivariate analysis comparing ACDFs with and without

IONM.63 Traylanis et al. demonstrated the safety of cervical

decompression and fusion in the absence of IONM in a retro-

spective series of 720 patients.56

Forgoing the use of monitoring in these patients, assuming

4 hours of monitoring time, was associated with an estimated

$1,024,754 (USD).56 Another study reported an average $1229

increase in cost per patient during the index admission year in

multivariate analysis.64 Cole et al, in addition to finding no

reduction in the rate of neurological complications, found the

use of IONM to be associated with increased spending, ranging

from $2859 to $3841 of excess cost.65

Neuromonitoring for Lumbar Spine/Single-Level Surgery

The limitations of IONM do not appear to be limited to cervical

procedures. Despite the introduction of neuromonitoring over

time, neurologic complications continue to occur.66 Cole et al.

reviewed a large national insurance database to conduct a mul-

tivariate propensity score matched analysis comparing the rate

of neurological injury among single-level procedures employ-

ing IONM to those without.65 They determined no reduction in

injury for single level lumbar discectomy (p¼ 0.1703), lumbar

fusion (p ¼ 0.1449), and ACDF (p ¼ 0.5134).65 IONM use for

single-level procedures was significantly associated with

increased cost (7.84%-24.33% increase in total [USD] pay-

ments, p < 0.0001).65

Based on national claims data, the average 4-hour surgery is

associated with $942 for SSEPs, $1115 for MEP, or $1423 in

combination.56 Sala et al. determined that IONM achieves cost-

effectiveness if the overall cost did not exceed $977 per sur-

gery, assuming a rate of neurological injury equal to 0.1%—of

note, this model assumes a 100% injury prevention rate, and

does not account for indirect false-positive costs.67

Furthermore, the reported incidence of major neurologic

injury in the IONM era ranges from 0.4% to 1.9%, which is

largely unchanged from the pre-IONM era estimates.50,57,68

The rate of neurological injury remains stable, despite the

increasing prevalence of IONM.69 The cost of these interven-

tions is not negligible, and appropriate use criteria requires

additional investigation. These tools are powerful for the detec-

tion and prediction of postoperative neurological injury, how-

ever thus far have not been able to prevent injury as a whole.

This is likely due to inconsistent practice in implementation

and warrants further research.

Bracing and Spinal Orthotics

Spinal orthoses have been used for many years as an adjunctive

treatment for many spine conditions as a means of reducing

mobility to reduce post-operative pain, improve fusion rates, or

prevent graft dislodgement.70 Various orthoses have been

developed, classified in accordance with their relative rigidity

and anatomical region of immobilization, representing a

substantial disposable cost associated with spine surgery.71

Controversy exists regarding the routine use of orthoses in the

post-operative period of spine surgery—despite their wide-

spread use, there is a lack of evidence of its cost-effectiveness

in most spinal pathologies.70-74

In a Department of Health and Human Services executive

summary it was found that the average Medicare reimburse-

ment for back orthoses was estimated at approximately

$919—a study conducted by the Department of Health and

Human Services demonstrated that Medicare claims for

lumbar orthoses more than doubled over a 4 year period.75

In sum, Medicare allowances nationally increased from

$36 million to more than $96 million over this time. The

use of routine post-surgery orthoses adds cost to treatment

without any additional benefit.76 Studies examining this

practice have been plagued with errors in research metho-

dology including small sample sizes and various sources of

bias, and no strong evidence yet exists to demonstrate clear

benefit.74

A less controversial indication for the use of spinal orthoses

is in the management of traumatic spine injury.71 However,

even in this scenario following operative stabilization of a

thoracolumbar fracture the use of orthoses may not be a cost-

effective measure.76 Horodyski et al. examined the use of cer-

vical collars after trauma, and in a cadaver study, called into

question the ability of cervical collars to provide adequate

stabilization at all.77 Additional studies have similarly ques-

tioned the efficacy of Cervical immobilization with collar

alone, and may pose additional harm to patients.16,78,79
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Beyond the issue of cost, studies examining the quality of

life after spine surgery in lumbar degenerative diseases have

failed to demonstrate an improvement in pain relief and overall

quality of life comparing bracing to no-bracing.74,80 The use of

bracing in the postoperative period has been analyzed in a

review by Zhu et al.,70 and though the data is limited, it appears

that postoperative bracing is generally associated with higher

costs. With such little data, and in the face of data which

demonstrates no clear benefit, perhaps it is time to question

the routine use of postoperative orthoses after spine surgery.

Biologics

With the increasing number of spinal fusions being performed,

the use of biologics in achieving an adequate arthrodesis is a

point of perpetual discussion. Given the morbidity associated

with iliac crest harvest, and the emphasis on minimally inva-

sive techniques, preferences have turned to allografts, bone

matrices, scaffolds and proteins to help create a fusion mass.

Predicated on the principles of osteogenesis, osteoinduction

and osteoconduction, the effectiveness of graft choice should

be balanced with cost to ultimately yield greater value.81

Unfortunately, the literature examining the cost-

effectiveness of biologics in spinal fusion is sparse. A systema-

tic review by Hsu et al., was able to effectively include 6

studies in their analysis and found varying results.82 They con-

cluded that examining the cost-effectiveness would depend on

the upfront cost of the graft, which interestingly varies by

market, and whether indirect costs are to be included. If the

use of BMP leads to decreased re-operation rates, and an early

return to work, then the significant initial upfront cost of BMP

use may be justified. 17,83 With regard to the cervical spine, the

review found limited data, but one study did suggest that allo-

graft and autograft are similarly cost-effective.84

Future analysis must be done to establish the cost-

effectiveness of the biologic materials increasingly available

for use in spinal fusion. Whether direct savings in decreased

revision surgery, or indirect costs of improved functional out-

comes and productivity, or both, cost-effectiveness analysis is a

field ripe for future research.

Robotic Assistance

Every field has evolved to incorporate robotics, and spine is no

exception. Whether shifting current or future paradigms, tech-

nological advancements in spine surgery have led to several

systems, including Mazor and ExcelsiusGPS, to be introduced

to the market with varied adoption. Proponents argue that

robotic assistance provides more accurate screw placements,

fewer revision rates, and ultimately safer surgical options.

There is support in the literature that robotic assistance in spinal

fusion surgery limits operator radiation exposure, reduces

infection rates, and also reduces revision rates.85,86 However,

there is paucity in the literature of unbiased and well-

established cost analysis examining the feasibility of robotics

in spine surgery.

More specifically, the direct and indirect cost-savings from

improved outcomes must be compared to the exceptionally

high, and often prohibitive, upfront costs of adopting any of

the currently available systems. With increasing support show-

ing improved operative outcomes, increasing efficiencies/scale

from wider adoption and use, and lower upfront costs with a

more competitive market, the cost-effectiveness of robotics in

certain spinal surgeries may be inevitable.87

Analysis by Menger et al. was able to critically analyze the

potential economic impact of robotics at an academic neuro-

surgical practice.88 Using estimated costs of infections, OR

time, revision surgery and length of stay, their group was able

to estimate a yearly savings of over $600,000 at their institution

performing over 500 elective thoracolumbar instrumentations.

While the theoretical basis of cost-effectiveness is implied, this

has yet to be observed or captured clinically.

Because such modeling and forecasting is predicated on

previously published literature, further analysis via direct

observation is necessary to guide capital investment, identify

efficiencies and determine specific procedural applications for

robotics.

Unnecessary Perioperative Testing

Current practice standards require perioperative hematologic

lab testing including Type & Screen and CBC for all patients

undergoing elective spine surgery. However, the incidence of

perioperative anemia is exceptionally low, and a transfusion

requirement is likely dependent upon specific operative fac-

tors and patient characteristics. Compulsory testing of all

patients may portend avoidable economic burden and risk to

patient satisfaction. Standard charges for CBC and Type and

Screen can range from $38-$50 per test, not including charges

for venipuncture, staffing, and associated office visit fees.

Testing charges conservatively approximate $150 per patient

assuming preoperative CBC and Type and Screen and one

postoperative CBC.

This testing is not necessary for every spine patient, espe-

cially otherwise healthy, elective patients undergoing proce-

dures with short expected operative times. From an analysis

of 11,588 patients, the rate of blood transfusion following cer-

vical fusion was found to be only 1.47%.89 Predicting who is at

a higher risk for needing blood transfusions could reduce the

need for unnecessary pre-operative testing. A multivariate

analysis of 13,695 patients found increasing age, ASA class

� 3, bleeding disease, and return to OR were predictive of need

for transfusion lumbar fusion; multilevel surgery and extended

surgical time were predictors of transfusion for both lumbar

and thoracic fusion.89

The overuse of lab testing extends to the post-operative

period as well. Patients who are at low risk for post-operative

complications should have further laboratory testing used judi-

ciously. This includes patients with post-operative fevers.

Immediate low grade post-operative fevers are highly likely

to be due to inflammation and stimulation of cytokines released

by DAMPS during the surgery itself.73 Ordering a full set of
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diagnostic studies including a chest X-ray, blood cultures, uri-

nalysis, and lower extremity ultrasound is not necessary for a

common post-operative vital sign abnormality. A meta-

analysis of post-operative fevers in orthopedic surgery patients

concluded that any work up of fevers in the absence of localiz-

ing symptoms before post-operative day 4 to be unwarranted,

and the average cost per fever work up in this study ranged

from $350-950.90

This discussion regarding transfusion requirements and the

overuse of the CBC test is meant to illustrate a finite example

of a broader issue. It is prudent to mention that the drivers of

perioperative testing are often standards set by consulting

treatment teams, pursuant to cardiac risk stratification or

anesthesiology needs or concerns. Surgeons should play an

active role in coordinating multidisciplinary discussions

regarding the necessity of compulsory testing, and provide

leadership in collaborative quality improvement efforts in all

practice settings.

Conclusions

Whether it’s the overapplication of old technology made more

readily available (MRI, CT scans, and braces), or the advent of

new technologies yet unproven (robotic assistant, IONM, bio-

logics) we must be vigilant in evaluating the value these tools

provide in the care of spine patients. In the case of imaging for

initial evaluation, studies must be done to decide which diag-

nostic methods allow for the quickest, most accurate evalua-

tion, and protocols must be followed to reflect those analyses.

While an MRI may provide more information, that information

may not always translate into better outcomes for the patient

while adding significantly to the cost of their overall care.

Thus, in certain contexts, MRIs only serve to lower the value

of the patient’s care.

In the case of new technologies, the quality is often an

unknown and the cost is considerable. It is then critical for

surgeons and companies supporting and producing these prod-

ucts to both lower their cost and provide concrete evidence of

the impact these technologies have on patient care, the quality

they provide. On the other hand, factors lowering the overall

value of care in spine surgery can also come from the overuse

of elementary commodities used in medicine. A simple meta-

bolic panel, fever work up, or blood transfusion may not sig-

nificantly change expenses, but if it contributes nothing to

patient care and is performed at a high rate throughout the

country the aggregate effect on the value of spine surgery as

a specialty is substantial.

The underlying forces driving these excess costs warrant

further consideration. With respect to excessive specialist

referrals, over-imaging, overdiagnosis/overutilization, the use

of intraoperative imaging/robotics, and IONM, it is prudent to

consider the cost of both “return to OR” events as well as those

associated with litigation. Though variable by region, the costs

and broad implications of litigation are substantial. This—med-

icolegal “awareness” is an important driver of over-utilization

and should continue to be discussed.

In the pursuit of value in spine surgery we must define what

quality is, and what costs are we willing to pay for each theo-

retical unit of quality. Here we presented what we feel are

elements of spine surgery that are low value, either through

significantly increasing costs, unproven benefits to the quality

of patient care and outcomes, or a combination of both.
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